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Fake nose stud magnetic

Home › Out of Stocks › oldoos › 316L Surgical SteelNO HOLES - NO PIERCING (Nose, Ear, Monroe, Labrets) Our magnetic body jewelry is specifically designed to be worn anywhere on the nose, lips and ears. The unique stainless steel support magnet is strong, giving the effect of real facial piercing without the pain or
permanence of a hole. Magnetic jewelry can be worn safely and comfortably not only on the ears, but also on the nose and anywhere around the lips. Simply place the thin support magnet behind the ear, inside the nose or between the lip and gum, then place the jewelry in front. The support magnet and jewelry attract
each other through the skin and hold each other in place. Gem size: 3 mm original price of Swarovski crystals for each (items are sold individually. Select a quantity of 2 for a pair) Comes with 1 crystal and 1 magnetic support aka fake nasal rings, un drilled nose rings, fake nose studs, fake piercings, fake monroe labrets,
Unforked monroe labrets, fake earrings, fake ear studs, magnetic earrings, magnetic nose studs, magnetic nose rings, magnetic monroe, magnetic body jewelry, magnetic stones, magnetic stones, illusion nose rings, illusion body jewelry, tricking the body jewelrySEGHE OF CUSTOMERQUESTIONI &amp; ANSWERSQ :
What about eating and drinking with Monroe and magnetA : Not recommended. Always remove when eating or drinking. Q: Do I have to pay extra to add a magnetic media? Or do you come up with one and I only pay extra if I want a stronger one? A: It comes with a standard 3mm magnet, but you have the option to buy
a stronger magnet for an additional fee. Q: Can I buy an additional magnet? A : Yes, here's the link: So you say 6mm is good', but 8mm is very strong'I'll use it as a nose ring'' so 6mm' or 8mm?? A: We recommend the 6mm if you intend to use it on the nose. Q : In the list of stones, one is called AB. What is it? Is it what
is called a diamond-like stone? Thank you! A : AB (Aurora Borealis) is the rainbow color. 2nd from top left. Q : How do I put the magnetic ring of the nose? directions pleaseA : The magnet is attached to the gem, then remove the portion of the magnet and then place the gem in the area you want to wear. Then place the
magnet under the skin of the portion of the bud. Q: Hi what strength of the magnet would I use for a piercing monroe? A: 6 or 8 mm is recommended for lip piercing. Q: I wonder if the normal magnet is strong or should I update? Are the other magnets larger and more noticeable? A: the magnet is enough to hold as a
nose nose or earring. The Stronger magnet is for lips, interns or any other part of the thicker meat. NO HOLES - NO PIERCING (Nose, Ear, Monroe, Labrets) Our magnetic body jewelry is specifically designed to be worn anywhere on the nose, lips and ears. Le Le Stainless steel support magnet is strong, giving the
effect of real facial piercing without the pain or permanence of a hole. Magnetic jewelry can be worn safely and comfortably not only on the ears, but also on the nose and anywhere around the lips. Simply place the thin support magnet behind the ear, inside the nose or between the lip and gum, then place the jewelry in
front. The support magnet and jewelry attract each other through the skin and hold each other in place. packaging: 6 pieces Magnetic © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc.
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